Given a dynamic set K of k strings of total length n whose characters are drawn from an alphabet of size σ, a keyword dictionary is a data structure built on K that provides locate, prefix search, and update operations on K. Under the assumption that α = lg σ n characters fit into a single machine word w, we propose a keyword dictionary that represents K in n lg σ + O(kw) bits of space, supporting all operations in O(m/α + lg α) expected time on an input string of length m in the word RAM model. This data structure is underlined with an exhaustive practical evaluation, highlighting the practical usefulness of the proposed data structure.
Introduction
A keyword K is a string that is uniquely associated with an integer called the identifier of K. A keyword dictionary is a data structure that maintains a dynamic set of keywords K, and provides the following operations for a string S on it:
• insert(S) makes S a keyword, inserts S into K, and returns its identifier.
• locate(S) returns the identifier of S if S ∈ K, or returns the invalid identifier ⊥ otherwise.
• predecessor(S) and successor(S) return the identifier of the predecessor and successor of S in K, respectively.
• delete(K) removes the keyword K from K.
• locatePrefix(S) returns an iterator on the set of identifiers of all keyword in K having S as a prefix. The iterator can report the next occurrence in constant time. 
Related Work
Keyword dictionaries are an integral data structure with a plethora of applications (e.g., n-gram language models [25] , compression [14] , input method editors [21] , query auto-completion [17] , or range query filtering [32] ). As a well-studied abstract data type they also have many representations. We refer to standard literature like [27, Chapter 5.2] , [22, Chapter 28] , or [23, Chapter 8.5.3] for an introduction to common representations like tries. Here, we highlight some of the most recent representations. For the analysis, we assume that the dynamic set K consists of k keywords with a total length of n := K∈K |K|. For the operations we take an input string of length m.
• The double array [1] simulates a trie by using two integer arrays to find a child in constant time, and thus can perform locate in O(m) time. Although the double array includes some vacant slots and consumes Ω(n lg n) bits, those vacant slots have a negligible memory effect in practical implementations such as the Cedar trie [31] . In the static setting, Kanda et al. [19] proposed a practically compressed data structure for the two arrays. However, for any of these data structures, it is not clear to us what time is needed for answering locatePrefix.
• The (dynamic) z-fast trie is a keyword dictionary of Belazzougui et al. [6] , which uses n lg σ + O(k lg n) bits of space, and supports all operations in O(m/α + lg m + lg lg σ) expected time.
• Takagi et al. [29] proposed the dynamic packed compact trie, whose name we abbreviate to packed c-trie.
The packed c-trie uses n lg σ + O(kw) bits of space, and supports all operations in O(m/α + lg lg n) expected time.
The following keyword dictionaries are static, but share common traits with our proposed data structure:
• Marisa trie, developed by Yata [30] , is a static trie that consists of recursively compressed Patricia tries stored in the LOUDS representation [18] . It recursively encodes edge labels in a Patricia trie using another Patricia trie. Yata's implementation 3 supports prefix searches.
• Arz and Fischer [2] proposed a static compressed trie by adapting the LZ78 parsing to basic dictionary operations such as locate. It represents K in O(k + n/ log σ n) words of space by leveraging the LZ78 compression. It can answer locate in O(m) expected time. However, we are not aware of whether this data structure supports efficient prefix searches.
• Bille et al. [7] presented a static keyword dictionary using O(n) space and O(n) time to represent K. It supports queries in O(m/α + lg m + lg lg σ) time.
• A recent approach is due to Bille et al. [8] , who proposed a static keyword dictionary with O(n/ lg σ n) words of space using O(min(m lg σ, m + lg n)) time for an operation in the pointer machine model.
Notions and Model of Computation
Let lg denote the logarithm to the base two. Our model of computation is the standard word RAM model of word size w. We can read and process O(w) bits in constant time.
Let n be a natural number with n = O(2 w ). Let Σ be an integer alphabet of size σ := n O (1) . An element of Σ * is called a string. The length of a string T is denoted by |T |. We write T [i] for the i-th character of T , for 1 ≤ i ≤ |T |. The empty string is the string with length zero. For a string T = XY Z, X, Y , and Z are called a prefix, substring, and suffix of T , respectively. The word RAM model allows us to process α = O(w/ lg σ) characters in constant time.
As in Section 1.1, we fix a dynamic set K consisting of k keywords with a total length of n = K∈K |K|. In this setting, the main result of this article on the theoretical side can be stated as follows: Theorem 1. There is a keyword dictionary representing K in n lg σ + O(kw) bits of space. It supports all keyword dictionary operations in O(m/α + lg α) expected time on an input string of length m. . Hollow circles are nodes stored exclusively in a micro trie. Cross-hatched circles are implicit nodes that are represented as an entry in the hash table of the macro trie of the packed c-trie [29] . Circles filled with black color are nodes that are explicitly represented in the macro trie. A node is an explicit macro trie node if it is a leaf or the root node of a micro trie. Right: An alphabet-aware z-fast trie built on our running example K = {K 1 = brauereibräute, K 2 = brauen, K 3 = brauchbares, K 4 = brausendes, K 5 = brauereibier}. A leaf u storing number i is associated with the identifier i, i.e., extent(u) = K i . In this example, the node v storing the extent brauereib has two children w 1 and w 2 , which are determined by their keys key(w 1 ) = i and key(w 2 ) = r, respectively. If we assume that eight characters fit into a computer word, then the extent of v is outside of the micro trie containing the root node. This fact is symbolized by the dashed line separating the eighth and the ninth character of extent(v).
Our approach, called c-trie+ + for improved compact trie, is a hybrid of the z-fast trie and the packed c-trie. Like these two trie representations, the trie is decomposed in a macro trie storing micro tries. Fig. 1a captures this schematically. Here, we use the trie decomposition of the packed c-trie for the macro trie. Our micro tries are alphabet-aware z-fast tries.
The z-fast trie proposed by Belazzougui et al. [6] works on binary strings. Their results on micro trees work for binary strings up to length O(w). However, it is easy to modify these micro trees [6, Thm. 1] to work with strings on the alphabet Σ up to length O(w/ lg σ) = O(α) by packing O(α) characters in a constant number of machine words: Lemma 1. There is a keyword dictionary storing keywords of length O(α) that takes n lg σ + O(kw) bits of space and supports all keyword dictionary operations in either O(lg α) expected time or O(lg α lg w/ lg lg w) deterministic time.
Proof. The main difference is that the original micro trie is a binary tree as its edge labels are drawn from a binary alphabet. Since the edge labels in our alphabet-aware variant are characters drawn from Σ, traversing from a node to a specific child now costs O(σ) time. We improve this time by augmenting each node with a data structure maintaining its children such that, given a node v and a character c, we can navigate from v to its child connected with the edge starting with c by querying this data structure. This data structure can be realized with a hash table with constant expected time, or with a predecessor data structure like [5] with O(lg w/ lg lg w) deterministic time.
An operation with a string of length m with m = Ω(α) (but with m = O(2 w )) involves the traversal of the macro tree, which is done in O(m/α) expected time for all keyword dictionary operations [29] . Combining the operations in the macro trie and in micro tries gives O(m/α + lg α) total time, and concludes Theorem 1.
For explaining our implementation of c-trie+ + in the subsequent section, we briefly review the z-fast trie under the light of our alphabet-aware variant. We say that a node v is associated with the identifier of a keyword K if we can read K by following the path from the root to v. The alphabet-aware z-fast trie is a compact trie in which each leaf v is associated with the identifier of a keyword. An internal node has at least two children unless it is also associated with the identifier of a keyword. If the set of keywords K is prefix-free, then there are no nodes with a single child. Fig. 1b shows an instance of such a trie. The figure also depicts the following definitions that are substrings or nodes associated to each node of an alphabet-aware z-fast trie.
• key(v) is the first character in label of the edge connecting v with its parent. It is undefined if v is the root.
• extent(v) is the string obtained by concatenating the edge labels of the path from the root node to v.
• exit(S) is the unique node v for which, among all other nodes, the longest common prefix between S and extent(v) is the longest.
• parex(S) is the parent node of exit(S), or a special symbol ⊥ with extent(⊥) = 1 if exit(S) is the root node. In case that v is the root, we set handle(v) to the empty string. For supporting the keyword dictionary operations, we need operations to descend in a micro tree. For that, as already described in the proof of Lemma 1, each internal node u stores a dictionary DicChild u to access one of its child nodes v by the character key(v). Additionally, the trie maintains a dictionary DicHandle that can address each internal node u by its handle handle(u).
For the algorithmic part, we follow Algorithm 1 and Section 3.3 of [6] . Given a pattern P of length O(α), this algorithm locates exit(P) and parex(P). Having exit(P) and parex(P), we can perform all keyword dictionary operations as in the z-fast trie. The idea of the algorithm is to perform a search on the interval [ ..r], which is set to [1..|P |] at the beginning to try to find the lowest node whose handle is a prefix of P . The search handles this interval similarly to a binary search. For explanation, the algorithm is divided in rounds. In each round, it (a) either enlarges or shrinks r, (b) computes the 2-fattest number f of [ ..r], and (c) queries DicHandle with the handle P [1..f ]. If there is a node v with handle(v) = P [1..f ], the algorithm has matched P [1..f ] with this node and simulate the descending to this trie node by setting ← extent(v). Otherwise (there is no such node v), the algorithm sets r ← f − 1 to aim for jumping to a node whose extent is less than f . The algorithm stops when it finds either exit(P) and parex(P) [6, Thm. 3] , which is after O(lg |P |) rounds. If exit(P) is found, it has previously already computed parex(P). Otherwise, it takes that child of parex(P) whose edge connected to parex(P) leads us to exit(P). For finding this child, the algorithm uses DicChild parex(P ) .
In the context of the example of Fig. 1b , this algorithm applied to P = brauereibock gives us the node exit(P), which is the node v visualized in Fig. 1b . From there, we can query DicChild exit(P ) for the predecessor (resp. successor) with the character o to find the predecessor (resp. successor) of P , which is K 5 (resp. K 1 ).
Analyzing the time complexity, we can compute the handle of a node from its extent in constant time, since a 2-fattest number in [ ..r] is the integer (( −1)⊕r)&r, where ⊕ and & denote the bitwise exclusive-OR and the bitwise AND operators, respectively [6, Footnote 4] . Moreover, we need to query DicHandle O(lg |P |) times and DicChild parex(P ) at most one time. Choosing a suitable representation for DicHandle and DicChild is the major task of the next section dealing with practical aspects of c-trie+ + .
Implementation Techniques
Micro Tries Each node v stores its extent extent(v), which can be represented in a constant number of computer words. From extent(v) we can deduce handle(v) and key(v) in constant time. Therefore, the dictionaries DicChild and DicHandle have no need to store the keys of their entries, as they both only have to maintain the nodes with which a dictionary can restore the respective keys on demand. That said, a lookup of a node v with a key handle(v) (resp. key(v)) needs to compute handle(w) (resp. key(w)) of each node w in question for comparison. By conducting this check, the benefits of current processors featuring large cache lines become negligible in this context. Here, we focus on theoretical results that are strong in the pointer machine model, namely (a) binary search in sorted lists and (b) cuckoo hashing [24] .
(a) Sorted Lists If the number of elements to store is marginal, we represent a dictionary as a sorted list. The lists by themselves are represented as arrays to avoid storing additional pointers to the next/previous item of each element of the list. A list is always sorted and always full, such that it reverses just as much space as its elements need. This all works in constant time when the number of managed elements is constant. If this number surpasses a certain threshold, we exchange the sorted list with a cuckoo hash table.
(b) Cuckoo Hashing Our cuckoo hash table H uses either two or three hash function. For faster hashing, we restrict the hash table size |H| to be a power of two. This allows us to map a hash value to [1..|H|] more quickly by using bit shifts instead of a modulo operation (cf. the discussion in [28, Sect. 1] ). An insertion collision occurs if each of the entries located by the hash functions is already occupied. Given such a collision on inserting an element e, we start a random walk by selecting the i-th hash functions h i for a random i, swapping H[h i ] with e and recurse. If this walk is unsuccessful after a certain number of steps, the hash table doubles its size. To keep the memory requirement at minimum, the chosen hash functions are determined at startup and are the same across all cuckoo hash tables. The hash functions are based on three xorshift operations borrowed from MurmurHash 4 and two multiplications with different 64-bit integer seeds. Unwisely chosen seeds can result in a failure of the data structure, as the hash functions are immutable (changing would cause to rehash all cuckoo hash table instances). However, this was not a problem in our experiments. While insertions take O(1) expected time for a sufficiently small load factor, i.e., the maximum ratio between the number of stored elements and |H| before doubling the size of H, a lookup takes O(1) worst case time.
Practical Considerations Preliminary experiments revealed that the cuckoo hash table with three hash functions has faster insertion times, whereas the lookup is slightly slower than the table operating with only two hash functions. The load factor does not have much influence on the final size, since a higher load factor makes it more probable that an insertion collision exceeds the threshold of maximal iterations. Setting this threshold to a smaller value boosts the insertion speed at the expense of a higher risk of creating an unnecessarily large table. However, preliminary experiments were in favor for a small threshold around 100 iterations. For the experiments in the following section, we fixed it to 100, and set the load factor to 0.8. Table 1 : Characteristics of our keyword sets. The size is in megabytes, i.e., n/10 6 . The number of keywords is k. The average and maximum length of a keyword is written in the columns ∅len and max-len, respectively. The columns ∅LCP and max-LCP show, respectively, the average length and the maximal length of the longest common prefixes of all keywords. The column c-trie nodes is the number of nodes a compact trie stores. The packed c-trie, the z-fast trie, and c-trie+ + have the same number of nodes.
Node Factory In our setting, we assume that k is much small than n. Otherwise, c-trie+ + becomes unfavorable with respect to other trie data structures like the Bonsai trie. That is because our trie data structure contains O(k) nodes in total (instead of O(n) nodes as in common trie representations). However, using w bits for a pointer to a node is wasteful. Instead, we store each node in a global two-dimensional array that assigns each node an integer with a smaller bit width, which we set to 32 bits for the experiments. By storing these 32-bit integers instead of the pointers, using 64-bit on commodity computers, in DicChild and DicHandle, we can roughly halve the memory requirement of these dictionaries.
Experiments
Finally, we analyze the empirical performance of c-trie+ + with respect to time and memory consumption. In particular, we are interested in the running time of insert, locate, and locatePrefix. For that, we implemented c-trie+ + in C+ + . Our implementation is available at https://gitlab.com/habatakitai/ctriepp. For the experiments, we set up a machine equipped with CentOS 6.10, with an Intel Xeon X5560 processor running at 2.80 GHz, and with 198GB of main memory.
Datasets
For an objective evaluation, we took a variety of data sets having different characteristics (cf. • proteins contains different sequences of amino acids.
• dblp.xml is part of the XML dump of the dblp.org website.
• urls is a crawl of webpages of the .uk domain from the WebGraph framework 5 .
• geographic contains names of different geographic locations collected by the GeoNames database 6 . Our keywords are extracted from the ascii name column.
• commoncrawl is a web crawl containing the ASCII-encoded content (without HTML tags) of random web pages extracted from Common Crawl.
• vital is the main text extracted from the most vital Wikipedia articles. Table 2 : Insertion of all keywords in random order. We measured (a) the time and (b) the memory needed for inserting all keywords of the respective data set. The (a) fastest time and the (b) lowest memory footprint for each keyword set is highlighted in bold font. For each instance, we measured the maximal virtual memory resident set size (VmRSS), which is the second integer in the file /proc/self/statm.
The data sets proteins and dblp.xml are from the Pizza&Chili Corpus 7 . The data sets commoncrawl and vital are provided by the tudocomp framework [12] .
We interpreted each data set as a single string on the byte alphabet. We partitioned this string into keywords by splitting it either at newline characters or at full stops, and removed all duplicates afterwards. The resulting keyword sets are the input of our experiments. +   Tables 6a and 6b in the appendix show a geometric distribution of the relation between the number of dictionary instances and their sizes. This distribution justifies our selection of a lightweight data structure with worse asymptotic behavior (sorted lists) for small instances, and the use of a more heavyweight data structure for large instances (cuckoo hashing). We also did experiments with unsorted lists storing newly inserted elements at their end. These experiments showed that unsorted lists feature a small speed-up for tiny instances while becoming early slow after a number of insertions. For the following experiments, we did a simplification by always selecting the sorted list and the cuckoo hash table for DicChild and DicHandle, respectively.
Dictionary Representations of c-trie+

Contestants
We compared c-trie+ + with the following keyword dictionary representations featuring also a low memory footprint.
• CT: a compact trie without word packing.
• DA: the double array [1] Table 3 : Insertion of all keywords in lexicographical order. Except to the ordering of the keywords, the setting is the same as in Table 2 .
• HAT-T: the HAT-trie [3] implementation of Tessil 9 . This implementation exploits that keywords have a small length in practice. The default implementation assumes that all these lengths can be stored in 16 bits, which is not true for the data set commoncrawl (where we marked a measurement with error in the respective table). We therefore have two flavors HAT-T 16 and HAT-T 32 representing the lengths of the keywords in 16 and 32 bits, respectively.
• PCT bit : a packed c-trie using bit parallelism to compare compact words.
• PCT hash : a packed c-trie using additionally the hash table implementation unordered_map of the C+ + standard library as a dictionary in each micro trie for retrieving a node by its extent (it is similar to our DicHandle, but uses the extents instead of the handles as keys).
• ZFT: our z-fast trie portation from an implementation in Java 10 to C+ + .
The implementations of the compact trie and the packed c-tries are due to Takagi et al. [29] . The implementations PCT bit and PCT hash pack characters in 32-bit integers, whereas all other implementations use 64-bit integers, which reflect the machine word size of commodity computers nowadays. All implementations are written in C+ + , and compiled with gcc-8.2.0 in the highest optimization mode -O3.
Evaluation of the Construction
In the first experiment, we measured the time it takes to insert all keywords of a data set into a keyword dictionary. This experiment is conducted in two variants, where we either inserted the keywords in random order (Table 2 ) or in lexicographically sorted order (Table 3) . While the space requirement in both variants is nearly the same for each keyword dictionary, a lexicographically sorted insertion speeds up the construction of all of them. Both tables also reveal that the construction of c-trie+ + is faster than the construction of every packed trie (i.e., CT, PCT bit , PCT hash , and ZFT). Except for ZFT, its final size is also an improvement to Table 4 : Average time for locate(K) in nanoseconds. We created a list L storing all keywords K ∈ K, and either (a) shuffled it or (b) sorted its contents lexicographically. We measured the time of a linear scan over L during which we locate each visited keyword in the respective trie created either in the shuffled setting (a) of Table 2 or in the lexicographically sorted setting (b) of Table 3 , and divided this time by |K|, which yields the average times shown in this table.
the sizes of those data structures. If the average keyword length is sufficiently large, c-trie+ + is also superior to DA and HAT-T in both time and space while being inferior when maintaining mostly short keywords.
Evaluation of the Queries
Our next and final experiments measure the performance of locate and locatePrefix queries.
Locate Queries
The results for locate are collected in Table 4 . In all instances, c-trie+ + answered locate queries faster than all packed tries. However, HAT-T, followed by DA, provide the fastest solutions for answering locate.
Locate Prefix Queries A major highlight is the time needed for locatePrefix(S) queries shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Instead of returning an iterator to a set as requested at the beginning of this article, we require each keyword dictionary to return the complete set of all keywords having S as a prefix. In this setting, c-trie+ + dominates most of the time. Interestingly, DA becomes faster for longer prefixes. This effect can be explained as follows: First recognize by Table 4 that DA has competitive locate times, allowing the trie to match a pattern at high speed. The matching locates the lowest node v whose extent is a prefix of S. After locating v, it resorts to exploring the entire subtree of v. If v is a deep node, chances are that its subtree size is rather small, enabling DA to process v's subtree quickly.
Future Work
We can speed up the insertions of keywords that share long prefixes with other keywords by vectorization. That is because the word packing approach for comparing two strings interpreted as two packed strings can be vectorized. Recent instruction sets like AVX feature instructions for this task. An application 11 shows that the computation time roughly halves for long enough common prefixes when exploiting the AVX2 instruction set. Table 6 in the appendix reveals that none of our data sets is prefix-free. In a more enhanced evaluation, we would like to conduct our experiments after a preprocessing step in which we discard every keyword that is a prefix of another keyword. 
A Additional Experiments
In the following, we present some additional statistics and evaluations.
Statistics The statistics in the main paper only sketch the characteristics of the used keyword sets. Here, we like to present a more profound analysis by showing different distributions in Tables 5 and 6 . We see that the lengths have a distribution that is more Gaussian, and by no means uniform. The lengths have also an impact on the sizes and shapes of the dictionaries, as can be seen in Table 6 .
Missing Evaluations
In the main article, we covered the cases to create a trie (a) on lexicographically sorted keywords or (b) on keywords sorted in a random order R, and subsequently queried the trie with the keywords (a) lexicographically sorted or (b) in another random order R . However, one might question whether other possibilities like building a keyword dictionary with (b) shuffled keywords and querying it (a) in lexicographical order is advantageous. Here, we present a Cartesian product of these possibilities, shown in Table 7 for locate, and in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 for locatePrefix. We see a remarkable speedup of the query operations of all keyword dictionary implementations when they are fed with keywords in lexicographically order. The best bets can be placed on the setting of Table 4b and Fig. 3 . A slightly slower variant is to query in random order (Table 7b and Fig. 4) . The execution times of the keyword dictionaries fed in random order follow with a large gap. Here, the order in which the queries are executed has again only a slight impact on the execution times. We obtain the fastest execution times when querying the keywords in the same order as we built a keyword dictionary (Table 7c and Fig. 4 ). ZFT and c-trie+ + can take advantage of the case when the queries are in lexicographic order (Table 7a and Fig. 5 ), while the other implementations are slightly faster in the random case (Table 4a and Fig. 2 ).
Original z-fast trie The original implementation of the z-fast trie of Vigna is written in Java as part of his Sux4J library. As a supplement, we conducted our experiments of this implementation on the same machine. However, we could not build this trie for the keyword set vital. The time and space needed for the trie construction are given in Table 8 . Its time for locate and locatePrefix are shown in Table 9 and Fig. 7 Table 7 : Average time for locate(K) in nanoseconds. We create a trie by inserting keywords contained a list L whose elements are (a) lexicographically sorted or (b-c) in a random order R. We stick to the setting of Table 7 , where we used L for the queries. However, before the querying, we (a) shuffled L, (b) sorted the elements in L lexicographically, or (c) kept L as it is. Table 9 : Average time for answering locate(K) with the z-fast trie Java-implementation. Times are in nanoseconds. The table covers the settings of Tables 4a (Order R -Order R ), 4b (Sorted -Sorted), 7a (Order R -Sorted), 7b (Sorted -Order R), and 7c (Order R -Order R), where R and R are two different random orderings.
